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FTP Steering Committee Meeting # 6 

July 30, 2020 

9:00 a.m. to 11:30 a.m. 

1:30 p.m. to 4:00 p.m. 

GoTo Meeting 

MEETING OBJECTIVES 

• Receive update on Partner & Public Involvement 

• Review Proposed Safety and Regional/Local Strategies 

• Preview Florida Transportation Plan (FTP) Performance Element 

• Discuss FTP Objectives 

• Discuss Key Strategies  

For meeting information, please contact Dana Reiding at (850) 414-4719, Dana.Reiding@dot.state.fl.us. 

MEETING ATTENDEES 

Steering Committee Member Alternate(s) 

Stacy Miller, Chair Florida Department of Transportation (FDOT) ☒ Alison Stettner ☒ 

Pat Steed, Vice Chair Florida Regional Councils Association (FRCA) ☒ Denise Imbler ☐ 

Paul Owens 1000 Friends of Florida ☒ Vivian Young ☐ 

Laura Cantwell AARP Florida ☐ 
Ann-Marie 
Flannery 

☒ 

Andra Cornelius CareerSource Florida ☐  ☐ 

Jamie Christian Federal Highway Administration ☐ 
Karen Brunelle 

Cathy Kendall 

☐ 

☐ 

Michael Stewart Florida Airports Council ☐ Lisa Waters ☐ 

The Honorable Doug 
Smith 

Florida Association of Counties ☒ Eric Poole ☐ 

Chris Emmanuel Florida Chamber of Commerce ☒  ☐ 

David Darm 
Florida Commission for the Transportation 
Disadvantaged 

☐ Karen Somerset ☐ 

mailto:Dana.Reiding@dot.state.fl.us
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Steering Committee Member Alternate(s) 

Eric Frey Florida Council of 100 ☒ 
Steven Birnholz 

Bob Ward 

☐ 

☐ 

Beth Medina Florida Defense Alliance ☐  ☐ 

Ryan Fierst 
Florida Department of Economic Opportunity 
(DEO) 

☐  ☐ 

James Stansbury 
Florida Department of Economic Opportunity 
(DEO) 

☒ Mario Rubio ☐ 

Chris Stahl 
Florida Department of Environmental Protection 
(DEP) 

☒  ☐ 

Jennifer Johnson Florida Department of Health (FDOH) ☐ Jennifer Ray ☒ 

Lt. Col. Troy 
Thompson 

Florida Highway Patrol (Florida Department of 
Highway Safety and Motor Vehicles) 

☐ 
Derek Barrs 

James Hightower 

☐ 

☐ 

The Honorable 
Matthew Surrency 

Florida League of Cities ☒ Jeff Branch ☐ 

Doug Wheeler Florida Ports Council ☒ Casey Grigsby ☒ 

Karen Deigl 
Florida Public Transportation Association 
(FPTA) 

☐ Lisa Bacot ☒ 

Craig Camuso Florida’s Railroad Association ☐  ☐ 

Ananth Prasad Florida Transportation Builders Association ☐  ☐ 

Teresa Sarnoff 

David Genson 
Florida Transportation Commission (FTC) 

☐ 

☒ 
Ralph Yoder ☒ 

Alix Miller Florida Trucking Association ☒ Ken Armstrong ☐ 

Sally Patrenos Floridians for Better Transportation ☐  ☐ 

The Honorable Bryan 
Caletka 

Metropolitan Planning Organization Advisory 
Council (MPOAC)  

☐ Carl Mikyska ☒ 

Greg Slay 
Metropolitan Planning Organization Advisory 
Council (MPOAC) 

☒  ☐ 

Ken Bryan Rails-To-Trails Conservancy ☒  ☐ 

Chris Doolin Small County Coalition ☐  ☐ 

Mark Bontrager Space Florida ☐  ☐ 

The Honorable Sean 
Parks 

TEAM Florida ☒ Brady Nepple ☐ 

Janet Bowman The Nature Conservancy ☒  ☐ 

John Renne Urban Land Use Institute Florida ☐  ☐ 

John Tupps Visit Florida ☐  ☐ 
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Staff/Consultant Support 

Dana Reiding FDOT, Office of Policy Planning (OPP) ☒ 

Huiwei Shen FDOT, Chief Planner ☒ 

Mark Reichert FDOT, Office of Policy Planning (OPP) ☒ 

Becky Marsey FDOT, Office of Policy Planning (OPP) ☒ 

Jennifer Carver FDOT, Office of Policy Planning (OPP) ☒ 

Romero Dill FDOT, Office of Policy Planning (OPP) ☒ 

Scott Philips FDOT, Office of Policy Planning (OPP) ☒ 

Rusty Ennemoser FDOT, Office of Policy Planning (OPP) ☒ 

Lora Hollingsworth FDOT, Safety Office ☒ 

Gerald Goosby FDOT, Systems Implementation Office ☒ 

Brian watts FDOT, Forecasting and Trends Office ☒ 

John Kaliski Cambridge Systematics (consultant support to OPP) ☒ 

Sarah Walker Cambridge Systematics (consultant support to OPP) ☒ 

Danny Shopf Cambridge Systematics (consultant support to OPP) ☒ 

Nusrat Sharmin Cambridge Systematics (consultant support to OPP) ☒ 

 

Others In Attendance 

• Carolin Ciarlariello, Florida Department of Environmental Protection (DEP) 

• Katie Smith, Office of Broadband, Florida Department of Economic Opportunity (DEO) 

• Sonya Morris, Florida Transportation Commission (FTC) 

• William Cobb, Florida Transportation Commission (FTC) 

MEETING SUMMARY 

Welcome and Introductions 

Stacy Miller, Chair, welcomed participants to the meeting and asked Danny Shopf, Cambridge 

Systematics, to lead the roll call. Danny asked Steering Committee members to introduce themselves and 

thanked them for joining. Dana Reiding, FDOT, reviewed the agenda for the day and began the meeting. 
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Partner and Public Involvement Update 

Becky Marsey, FDOT, provided an overview of partner and public involvement to date. She highlighted 

the virtual engagement activities and shared examples of social media content being shared by FDOT to 

announce the release of the FTP Vision Element. She reviewed recent statewide outreach events 

including the FTP Safety Subcommittee meetings and the SHSP Webinar as part of the Transportation 

Symposium web series. She identified key targeted outreach opportunities and said FDOT is partnering 

with a variety of groups including the AARP, Florida Department of Health (FDOH), Florida Department of 

Elder Affairs and Florida Department of Children & Families with a focus on engaging traditionally 

underserved populations in the FTP update process. She noted FDOT is also developing a website as an 

engagement tool to provide an online space for participants to receive and provide input related to the 

FTP. Becky said all input received through these various avenues of public engagement are captured in a 

FTP comment database. This information is analyzed and used to inform the updates to the FTP vision, 

goals, objectives, and strategies.  

Stacy encouraged Steering Committee members to share suggestions for additional outreach 

opportunities. 

Transportation Funding Overview 

Stacy gave a presentation on Florida’s transportation funding. She provided an overview of FDOT’s Five-

Year Work Program and transportation funding sources. She indicated that just over half of Florida’s 

Work Program budget is generated through state sources, 25 percent from federal sources, 18 percent 

from toll, 4 percent from right-of-way and state infrastructure bank and remaining 2 percent comes from 

turnpike and tolls. Stacy emphasized safety is FDOT’s first priority and of the Work Program funding, 

about 42 percent is committed to safety, preservation and maintenance, and operational activities; and 38 

percent is committed to capacity improvements. She noted gas tax (both federal and state) is the 

predominant source of revenue; however, the pandemic has caused fluctuations in gas tax revenue. 

Participants had the following questions and comments: 

• Could we see a breakdown of FDOT spending by mode of transportation? 

o We do not have the actual number available at the moment, but there is a requirement to set 

aside at least 15 percent of capacity funding for public transportation. FDOT spends more than 

this 15 percent threshold. 

• Are you going to cover the current House and Senate reauthorization bills/debate? 

o There has not been an agreement yet at the federal level, so we are still monitoring. 

• How have toll revenues changed during COVID-19? 
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o This is highly dependent on the individual facility. Overall, toll revenues were increasing prior to 

the pandemic but declined on all facilities as travel was restricted. Some facilities have returned 

to higher volumes more quickly than others. 

FTP Safety Strategies Discussion 

Danny shared an overview of the FTP Safety Subcommittee charge and indicated Florida’s roadway 

fatalities trended upward from 2014-2018. He also showed a comparison between fatalities and serious 

injuries broken down by SHPS emphasis area for two five-year time periods (2011-2015 and 2014-2018). 

Danny noted in-vehicle safety technologies (e.g., lane departure alert, adaptive cruise control) have 

helped to reduce the serious injuries related to several emphasis areas but fatalities continue to rise.  

Danny shared draft FTP Safety strategies developed based on the input from the FTP Safety 

Subcommittee and asked attendees to share their feedback to make sure everything is captured in the 

proposed Safety strategies. He noted not all strategies will be included into the Policy Element, and some 

more detailed or short-term oriented strategies will go into the Implementation Element. 

Draft Safety Strategies: 

A. Design and operate multimodal infrastructure to reduce number and severity of crashes. 

• From a walking and bicycling perspective, it’s all about connectivity. This needs to be clear. 

B. Implement and evaluate outreach and communication campaigns to increase public 

awareness of vulnerable road users and improve user behaviors. 

• Ensure we are capturing the education and outreach related to the infrastructure itself. 

• How do we evaluate the effectiveness of these campaigns? 

o Do we need to expand this strategy to incorporate focus on how to shift our techniques for 

outreach in the future? 

o It would be good to tie this back to the data and ensure there is flexibility in the outreach.  

C. Provide and participate in education and training with Florida’s transportation safety 

partners. 

• Is this an appropriate place to emphasize teen or young drivers? Potentially for the FTP 

Implementation Element? 

o This concept could be included later on when discussing legislation and policy. 
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D. Focus enforcement activities using data driven approaches. 

• This may be a little unclear to someone not familiar with traffic safety/engineering. Consider rewriting 

the strategy as: “Focus traffic safety enforcement activities that reduce fatalities and serious injuries 

using data driven approaches.” 

• Consider making this a little more focused or identifying a specific outcome we would like to see. 

There could be unintended consequences because of the way this is worded. 

• Want to ensure we are focused on actually improving safety rather than just increasing 

enforcement/arrests.  

E. Improve emergency response times to quickly and efficiently clear crashes, treat injuries, 

and prevent secondary crashes. 

• No comments. 

F. Improve the quality, availability, and timeliness of Florida’s traffic records data and use 

that data to strategically apply countermeasures. 

• No comments. 

G. Align transportation and land use decisions to promote safe, accessible, and equitable 

transportation choices. 

• Shared-Use Nonmotorized (SUN) Trail program is a good example of how we are addressing this 

concept (90-mile section of the Coast-to-Coast trail section). 

• When reviewing comprehensive plan amendments, the comments are typically related to 

engineering. Is there an opportunity to expand safety comments/consideration related to 

comprehensive plan reviews/amendments when considering the safety impacts of land use changes. 

o Local governments would likely be receptive to safety comments related to how land use changes 

could impact safety. 

• “Align” may not be strong enough. Something closer to “intertwine” to demonstrate how connected 

these concepts are. 

H. Use data driven problem identification to direct improvements to communities lacking 

safe mobility options and limited access to services. 

• Just having this data available is helpful to the communities.  
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I. Develop, deploy, and adopt transportation technologies to improve safety by reducing 

human error and expanding available safety applications. 

• Consider expanding human error to mechanical errors as well (e.g., when traffic signals are not 

working people are often unsure what to do). 

J. Strategically allocate and align resources among partners, including FDOT Districts; federal, 

state, regional, and local governments; law enforcement; and other public and private 

partners, to advance Florida’s vision of zero fatalities. 

• No comments. 

K. Assess and update state and local transportation-related laws, regulations, and policies to 

reflect changing technologies and market trends and mitigate unsafe behaviors to advance 

Florida’s vision of zero fatalities and serious injuries. 

• This should include an evaluation of current laws, technologies, etc. to see if adjustments are needed 

to achieve this strategy. 

• Could rely on technology to help support enforcement (e.g., geofencing with micro-mobility is a good 

example of how to keep these vehicles where we want them). 

Participants had the following questions and comments: 

• Do we analyze our crash number against other states?  

o We have looked at the Florida crash numbers compared to other states. In general, fatality rate is 

normalized by VMT and we take that into consideration while comparing the crash statistics. 

Florida has a high population and a high number of visitors with high volume of VMT, which 

typically leads to higher total number of crashes.  

• How was safety impacted during the pandemic?  

o According to the preliminary data, the volume of fatality and serious injury has lowered through 

March and July. In addition, a higher than normal rate in speeding and increased walking and 

biking  are also observed during the pandemic. 

• There are temporary road closures for social distancing in some areas. What sort of enforcement are 

going on to make those work?  

o FDOT monitors all the road closures. It would be good for the department to actively support that 

initiative and track down the lesson learned/best practices that can lead to some strategies. 
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Danny thanked everyone for their input and asked them to respond to the polling question using Poll 

Everywhere software. 

Question 1. What concepts are not addressed in this list of safety strategies that should be 

considered. (The responses below include input from the chat box as well) 

 

Regional and Local Strategies Discussion 

Jennifer Carver, FDOT, introduced several high-level strategy concepts (i.e., interconnectivity and 

interregional rail, multiple travel option and use of automation and ITS, maximize telecommuting, etc.) 

related to regional and local travel. She said there is no separate subcommittee for this cross cutting 

topic. These themes were presented to Regional Planning Councils (RPCs) and the MPO directors, both 

of whom provided additional feedback that helped refine these themes. Jennifer said this feedback would 

be used to develop more specific regional and local strategies for both the FTP Policy Element and the 

FTP Implementation Element. She shared a draft regional and local themes and asked participants if they 

think there are other ideas that need to be incorporated to address this cross cutting topic. 

Draft Regional and Local Themes: 

A. Advance community vision/values 

• The SUN Trail network and connectivity it offers is well represented by the regional/local concept. 

Completing the SUN Trail network is a strong strategy to be considered for this section (not 

necessarily this strategy concept). 

• The state’s commitment to advancing community visions/values should be reflective of that 

community’s commitment to the vision/values. Are these visions incorporated into the comprehensive 

plans? Are their capital improvements plans aligned with those visions? 

o This should include local comprehensive plans, regional policy plans, economic plans, and 

regional resilience plans.  

B. Strengthen transportation-land use coordination 

• Is there a formalized process (existing or to be created) where these two factors can be integrated 

consistently.  

• Could FDOT be engaged earlier in the transportation/land use discussion? 
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• Osceola developed a fiscally sustainable land use model that integrated transportation. This is a good 

technical example we could review and the type of model the state could support. 

C. Provide convenient, safe, and affordable options for the regional and local trips 

• This includes easy and efficient access to healthcare services, education, employment, etc. 

• This includes both modal and active transportation options (highway, transit, walking, bicycling, 

airports, seaports, rail etc.). Active transportation is affordable as well. 

• Strong support for a transportation system that supports a healthy community. 

D. Address changing freight delivery needs 

• Could benefit from defining the desired outcome (to increase efficiency, etc.) 

• Promote the efficiency of the supply chain/distribution network; promote connectivity for commerce. 

E. Alleviate bottlenecks and improve reliability 

• This is challenging (specifically related to automobile movement). The better a facility works, the less 

likely a driver is to choose an alternative. This strategy also could  discourage the use of transit if it is 

just easier to drive. 

• The Transportation Network Companies (TNC) model is operating very differently due to the impacts 

of the pandemic. Diversity in mobility options helps to relieve these bottlenecks and adds resilience 

and predictability to the system. 

• The Values & Preferences Survey indicated that congestion and delays was the second highest rated 

transportation challenge. Congestion can also be reliable (it reliably takes an hour to get somewhere 

that should take less time) so we should consider a different term, for instance- “Efficiency”. 

• We cannot build our way out of congestion so we will need to consider other alternatives. 

F. Preserve historic and cultural resources 

• There should be better connections between Florida Division of Historical Resources and FDOT. This 

could improve land use coordination related to historic concerns. 

o FDOT coordinates with the Historic Main Street Program and there are opportunities to 

collaborate with other advocates of historic and community resources. 

• The process for getting on the National Historic Register is difficult. A recognition of the importance 

for historic sites (regardless of whether they are on the state system or not) is critical and should be 

prioritized.  
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G. Enhance public health 

• Active transportation is a great way to improve personal/public health. 

• Accessibility to healthcare facilities is also important. 

• More integration with the Emergency Medical Service (EMS) community with health care facilities and 

financial support of care delivered at home by EMS. Here is the link to the Florida Mobile Integrated 

Healthcare Community Paramedicine Program Guidebook.  

• Include air quality and walkable land use development/considerations. 

• Train traffic impact on emergency vehicles is a consideration. 

H. Improve access to opportunity/equity 

• Missing the connection between affordable housing and employment opportunities. 

I. Identify specialized needs of different population groups 

• Need to clearly define the population groups we are focused on. 

o This is closely tied to transit accessibility improvements. 

• Opportunity to partner with Department of Elder Affairs.  

Jennifer asked the participants to respond to the following polling question using Poll Everywhere 

software.  

Question 2. What concepts are not addressed in this list of Regional and local themes that should 

be considered? (The responses below include input from the chat box as well) 

  

Wrap Up and Break for Lunch 

Stacy thanked the Steering Committee members for their valuable input. She adjourned the meeting for 

lunch and said the meeting would reconvene at 1:30 PM. 

  

http://www.floridahealth.gov/provider-and-partner-resources/advisory-councils-stakeholder-groups/ems-advisory-council/_documents/florida-mihcp-guidebook.pdf
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Welcome Back 

Stacy welcomed Steering Committee members back to the meeting and began the meeting after 

reviewing the afternoon session agenda.  

FTP Performance Element 

Dana reminded participants of the four Elements of FTP and gave a brief presentation on the 

Performance Element, which reports how Florida’s transportation system performs on key federally 

required measures. She reviewed the federal performance requirements for the target setting and said 

the FTP Performance Element aligns with that guidance. Dana reviewed the five key measures identified 

in the FTP Performance Element – Highway Safety, Highway Infrastructure Condition, Highway Reliability 

and Freight Mobility, Transit Asset Management, and Transit Safety. She noted FDOT, in collaboration 

with the MPOs, set specific targets for the key measures. Dana reviewed data and trends for three 

highway measures and discussed how these performed on achieving the established targets. 

Participants had the following questions and comments: 

• Can you provide more detail on the truck travel time reliability (TTTR) index? 

o The TTTR Index measures actual travel time for trucks compared to normal (expected) travel times. 

The higher this number, the worse the performance. In contrast, the travel time reliability statistic 

is determined based on the percentage of trips on a facility that meet anticipated travel time under 

normal conditions (e.g., 45 MPH on the interstate in urban areas); in this case, a higher number 

indicates better performance. 

• In the slides, why did the non-interstate NHS pavement condition decline so drastically between 2017 

and 2019? 

o This is primarily due to a shift in the methodology and technical guidance provided by Federal 

Highway Administration (FHWA). For the next performance period, the updated methodology will 

be followed, and numbers will normalize. 

FTP Objectives 

John Kaliski, Cambridge Systematics, gave a presentation on the potential FTP objectives. He 

emphasized that the measurable objectives and key policy-level strategies will be the foundation of the 

FTP Policy Element. He provided background information on how the potential objectives were revised 

from the current FTP Policy Element, addressing input from previous Steering Committee meetings and 

input provided through the extensive public and partner outreach process. He reminded participants that 

many of the shorter-term strategies and actions will be incorporated into the FTP Implementation 

Element. He asked participants to review the “Potential Changes to FTP Objectives” document that was 

shared with the meeting invitation and asked participants for their feedback on each proposed objectives. 
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Potential Changes to FTP Objectives 

Summary List 

1. Eliminate transportation-related fatalities and serious injuries 

• No comments 

2. Reduce the number of crashes and other safety incidents on the transportation system 

• No comments 

3. Mitigate transportation-related public health, safety, and security risks 

• No comments 

4. Improve emergency response and recovery times 

• How are we incorporating references to military connectivity and their role in transportation 

security?   

5. Maintain Florida’s transportation assets in a state of good repair for all modes 

• How are we defining “good repair?” Alternatives could be “industry” or “state standards.” 

6. Meet customer expectations for infrastructure quality and service 

• No comments 

7. Increase the resilience of infrastructure to risks 

• Could we make this more specific? Consider including references to extreme weather, sea-level 

rise, etc. 

• Alternatively, we could remove the qualifier completely. It would further streamline the objective 

and provide flexibility. The strategies could provide the additional details as necessary. 

• There could be challenges on the process/permitting side when it comes to making improvements 

to facilities that may already be at risk. 

• Resilience needs to be incorporated into our design criteria as well as applied when retrofitting 

existing facilities. We need to ensure we consider a wide range of mitigation strategies as we 

design and retrofit to make our infrastructure more resilient. 

• What metrics/measurement are we considering for this objective? Could include number of roads 

that undergo major repair after an event (and if it is recurring) or tracking of road closures.  

8. Improve transportation system connectivity 
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• SUNTrail network is a good example of statewide and regional connectivity on the system. The 

high-level nature of this strategy could apply to this and a variety of other connectivity options 

(roadway, intermodal, broadband, etc.). 

9. Increase access to jobs, education, health, recreation, and other services and goods for all residents, 

visitors, and businesses 

• Is there a phrase we can use to capture the long list of items in this strategy? 

• We need to consider how this objective will be measured. That could help provide the specificity 

we are looking for while keeping the higher level language. Staff can bring examples of potential 

measures to the next meeting. 

• Consider the extension of broadband into rural areas with the improvement of roads in these 

areas. 

10. Increase the reliability of people and freight trips 

• Does this adequately illustrate the desire for reducing congestion? Consider adjusting the 

language to make that clear in this objective. 

• Is this strategy inclusive of local, regional, and state needs? 

11. Increase the share of person trips not using single occupancy vehicles 

• Use positive language instead of negative – “Increase the share of people using alternatives to 

single occupancy vehicles,” for example. 

12. Increase the number of skilled workers in Florida’s transportation-related industries 

• No comments 

13. Increase consistency between transportation investments and regional and local plans and visions 

• Refer to prior discussion on visions (community should define and take action on their visions) 

• Could we use “Establish consistency” for a stronger message? 

o Does it make sound like this is not happening yet rather than something we should build 

on or expand? 

14. Improve transportation’s impacts on water, critical lands, and habitats 

• Improve impacts does not sound quite right. Reduce and/or minimize are options that remain 

measurable.  

o Does reduce/minimize adequately capture the thought of improving/restoring the 

environment? 

15. Decrease transportation-related air quality pollutants and greenhouse gas emissions 
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• Could this be combined with 14 or should they remain separate? 

o It is important to have two separate objectives. The metrics for these concepts would be 

different. 

16. Increase the energy efficiency of transportation  

• No comments. 

Participants had the following general questions and comments: 

• What input have we received from the Florida Division of Emergency Management (DEM) regarding 

emergency response and recovery?  

o We corresponded with Florida DEM last year. They do a lot of planning for emergency response 

(evacuation, sheltering strategies) and try to be consistent with the overall plan. 

• The current FTP Policy Element has couple of policies/strategies on military bases, which has not 

been discussed in the proposed objectives.  

o We need to circle back with the Florida Defense Alliance to discuss an approach to this concept. 

John asked participants to send any additional comments through email and asked them to respond to 

the following polling question using Poll Everywhere software. 

 
Question 3. What concepts are not addressed in this list of FTP Objectives that should be 

considered? (The responses below include input from the chat box as well) 

 
 

Key Strategies 

Dana gave a presentation on the draft FTP strategies. She reminded participants the FTP Policy Element 

would focus on a few (10-15) policy level strategies that offer the greatest gains toward achieving the FTP 

vision and goals. She reminded participants the FTP Implementation Element would capture some of the 

shorter term action oriented strategies. She presented a list of 12 key overarching strategies that apply to 

multiple goals and objectives. 

Potential Framework for FTP Strategies 

“Bold Ideas” 

Small number of bold ideas – long-term concepts that would represent a focus area for FDOT and 

partners and an umbrella for multiple strategies/initiatives moving forward.  
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1. Commit to Vision Zero as our top priority 

• Is there a formal plan to achieve zero (i.e. how many crashes need to be eliminated or how much 

needs to be invested to achieve zero)? 

o Yes, there are multiple plans and strategies that advance this vision. 

o This is closely tied to funding strategy/prioritization (currently #12). Consider moving this up the 

list, even if we aren’t implying priority. 

o To achieve our vision of zero fatalities and serious injuries, significant investment must be made 

in both transportation infrastructure and efforts to change driving behavior. 

• Behavior is potentially the largest obstacle to a vision of zero. How do we invest in changing 

behaviors? 

• Should there be a differentiation between all users and our most vulnerable users? 

2. Sharpen focus on moving people and freight 

• “Sharpen focus” may not be clear. Could stick to “Focus on moving people and freight.” 

o Is “prioritize” an option? Does it imply that moving people/freight is more important than other 

strategies? 

o Efficient/efficiency is another term/concept to consider in this strategy. 

• Part of this involves collecting data and establishing baselines. How do we count the people moving 

through the transportation system rather than the vehicles? How do we measure the efficiency of the 

end to end trip? 

3. Modernize connections between Florida’s regions and to other states and nations 

• Consider “innovate” rather than “modernize.” Does the term modernize still resonate or is it outdated? 

• We want to enhance connections where we have them and develop those that are not yet there but 

are needed. 

4. Strategically complete transportation systems and networks 

• Do we need to specifically reference multimodal in this strategy? Is the multimodal concept well 

established enough throughout the document that we do not need to? 

5. Expand infrastructure to infostructure  

• Expand infrastructure to include “infostructure”. According to Wiktionary, “infostructure (plural 

infostructures) is the technical infrastructure supporting an information system. The design of an 

information resource, such as a web site, so that it can be used and navigated efficiently.”  

6. Further access to opportunity for those who need it most 
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• What specifically does “access to opportunity” refer to? 

o Jobs, education, housing, healthcare, etc. Broad term borrowed from the Florida Chamber. 

7. Integrate land use and transportation decisions 

• No comments 

8. Develop transportation systems to protect and enhance water quality and quantity, critical 

lands, and habitats 

• No comments 

9. Identify and mitigate risks to Florida’s transportation system 

• There needs to be more specificity in identifying categories of risk. 

o Sea level rise, extreme weather, flooding, economic risks, public health risks, etc. will be 

mentioned in the narrative description of this strategy. 

10. Strategically align investments with needs  

• This is closely tied to Strategy 11.  

11. Provide sustainable and reliable transportation funding sources  

• Need to capture the aspiration to fully fund our collective transportation needs. How do we close the 

gap? Is this our aspirational goal or should this strategy be more focused on careful prioritization of 

investments (see 10)? 

12. Develop and retain 21st century transportation workforce 

• No comments 

After reviewing the key strategies, Dana reviewed the identified eight themes to support the transition to 

implementation. Those are as follows- 

• Legislative/Regulatory 

• Collaboration 

• Data/Performance 

• Research/Development 

• Planning Process 

• Investment Priorities 

• Workforce Development, Education, & Training 
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• Regional Implementation 

Roundtable 

Stacy facilitated a roundtable discussion with Steering Committee members on the call. She asked each 

member to provide an update related to what their organization is focused on and how they can continue 

to support the update of the FTP. 

• Pat Steed, FRCA – The statewide regional evacuation study update has been approved. 

Regional Planning Councils will be working closely with DEM to develop this plan. 

• Paul Owens, 1000 Friends – Happy to see continued emphasis on the need for better integration 

of transportation and land use planning.  

• Chris Emmanuel, FL Chamber – Initiative that started prior to the pandemic (Prosperity Initiative) 

is focused on access to opportunity to all regions (zip codes) of Florida. Supported by a webinar 

series. 

• Eric Frey, Florida Council of 100 – Florida Council of 100 have been supportive of M-CORES and 

staying involved in that process. 

• Katie Smith/James Stansbury, DEO – DEO has a new Office of Broadband focused on 

establishing a funding source for implementing everything in HB 969. Working in partnership with 

the Regional Planning Councils. 

• Chris Stahl, DEP – Governor has set aside $8M for 74 fast charging station for major roadway 

corridors in the state. This will greatly help future emergency evacuation for alternative fuel 

vehicles. Office of Resiliency has planning grants that will open tomorrow (both planning and 

implementation grants are available). These grant applications will close in October 9, 2020. 

Pandemic has increased activity at State parks. 

• Doug Wheeler, Florida Ports Council – Ports are preparing to test their resiliency measures with 

upcoming extreme weather. Several ports are involved in rail and intermodal logistics 

improvements to improve efficiency and connectivity. Cruise ports are being greatly impacted by 

the pandemic. 

• Alix Miller, Florida Trucking Association – The industry is very busy during the pandemic. Florida 

has a strong positive opinion and understanding of the importance of trucking for freight 

movement in the state. Very supportive of vision zero and freight safety. 

• Ken Bryan, Rails to Trails Conservancy – Walking, bicycling, and trail use is booming during the 

pandemic. TrailLink.com website is experiencing very high activity (up 50%) demonstrating that 

people are very interested in finding more options for active transportation. 

• Sean Parks, TEAM FL – TEAM FL is updating the Lake County Commission about the FTP at 

their upcoming meeting. Last several TEAM FL meetings have been canceled but have 

scheduled an FTP update at an upcoming web meeting. Toll revenues were down in March and 

April and expressway authorities are planning for reduced revenues going forward. Overall, 

expressway authorities are expecting continued growth. 

https://floridadep.gov/rcp/florida-resilient-coastlines-program/content/frcp-resilience-grants
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• Janet Bowman, The Nature Conservancy – The Nature Conservancy is working with FDOT on 

the electric vehicle infrastructure plan.  

• Ann-Marie Flannery, AARP – AARP is hosting virtual events and is supporting FDOT in FTP 

outreach. Working on joint webinars through these mechanisms to reach their network. 

• Jennifer Ray, DOH – Looking forward to the upcoming web meeting with FDOH and FDOT on 

August 12th. Goal is to align the county health departments with Vision Zero and the FTP.  

• David Genson and Sonya Morris, Florida Transportation Commission – working on a review of 

the production and performance metrics for FDOT (annually reviewed). Met with FDOT planning 

staff for an update about mobility measures and the FDOT Sourcebook which is now available 

online. 

Public Comment 

There were no comments from the public. 

Next Steps 

Dana said she would follow up with an email containing the objectives and strategies discussed during 

today’s meeting. She asked participants to provide comments by August 10, 2020 so staff can make 

updates prior to the next Steering Committee meeting (scheduled for late September 2020). She 

reviewed a high level timeline for the remainder of the year, indicating a draft of the Policy Element will be 

available in early November with a target of finalizing the plan in December. 

Adjourn 


